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I. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background of this Study 

Since the 20th century, Japanese Kawaii culture has been admired and studied all 

over the world. Research results in English on this topic have accumulated to a certain 

extent, and the question of how ‘Kawaiiness’ – as contemporary Japanese pop culture 

originating in Japan – has been accepted and consumed by other countries has been 

attracting interdisciplinary researchers around the world. In particular, at present, 

Kawaiiness’ new social and cultural value in the context of globalisation has been a key 

topic of interest among cultural researchers. 

On the other hand, in Japan, the birthplace of Kawaii culture, some more historic and 

holistic discussion is common: for instance, Yumeji Takehisa in the Taisho era (1912–

1926) has been posited as the movement’s originator, and since that time, Osamu Harada, 

who was most popular in the Showa era (1926–1989) has gained a certain core fanbase. 

Harada is also thought to be an artist who cultivated a younger generation of fans among 

teenagers and high school students.  

 

1.2 Rationale of the Study 

As has been noted Kawaii and Japanese contemporary pop culture is a popular 

research topic in English-speaking academia (see e.g. Koma, 2013; Nittono, 2016; 

Hiramoto and Wee, 2019). It has been one of the popular themes for researchers to discuss 

the process of cultural transmission to the global context through Japanese pop culture 

media such as anime and manga; whereas the views of Japanese Kawaiiness experts are 

not necessarily studied and recognised by Kawaii researchers in the rest of the world 

(Pellitteri, 2018). At the same time, given that Japan is the origin of Kawaii culture, a 

discussion framework developed from Japanese sources would further enhance discussions  
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in global cultural studies academia. Therefore, this study aims to review relevant academic 

sources and to provide a discussion agenda containing key dimensions and factors for 

researchers in this field of study.   

 

II. Review of Literatures 
 

2.1 Kawaii in Pop Culture 

The word Kawaii has become well-known almost everywhere in the world. 

Celebrities such as Stephanie Nguyen, Madonna, Lady Gaga, Ariana Grande, and others 

have found the Japanese Kawaii goods attractive, and praising Japanese Kawaiiness: it is 

now certainly a word that represents Japanese pop culture (Van Haecke, 2020). The word 

is defined in the Oxford English Dictionary as ‘cute in the context of Japanese popular 

culture’ (Ohkura, 2019). 

In recent years, Kawaii culture has expanded to include Yuru-chara (mascots), Hello 

Kitty and other Sanrio characters, various anime, fancy colourful pop stationaries and even 

music (Kerr, 2016). Many artists have also begun to pay attention to Kawaii culture of late, 

and various anime characters and collaborative works have been produced. Takashi 

Murakami even recently released a work themed around the character Doraemon. 

Cho (2017) also discussed the impact of Japanese Kawaii culture in the broader 

context of eastern Asia, while Sabre (2018) emphasised the impact of Kawaiiness on 

increasing the number of inbound tourists to certain destinations. On this point, the 

Japanese government has been embracing Kawaii culture as one of the key appealing 

elements of tourism in Japan, launching an inbound tourism project with a focus on Tokyo 

2020 by creating various media messages under campaigns of ‘Pop-Culture Diplomacy’ 

(Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2012; 2017). Responding to the impact delivered by Japan, 

appreciations and reactions from overseas to Kawaiiness originating in Japan have 

increased, both in practice and in academia (e.g., StarLifestyle, 2015; Berque et al. 2019; 

Laohakangvalvit et al. 2019; Lieber-Milo and Nittono, 2019; Yamamura and Seaton 2020). 

  In this research, Kawaii in pop culture is discussed with reference to four sub-

themes: (1) contemporary analytical perspectives; (2) the role of cultural diplomacy in 

tourism; (3) global transmission of the Kawaii value; and (4) the future research agenda of 

Kawaii cultural studies, referring to the relevant academic discussions.  

 

2.2 Mainstream Academic Discussions 

a. Kawaii in the Contemporary Cultural Studies Context 

Koma (2013) suggested that Kawaii should be a key topic in the field of cultural 

studies; in line with this, Nittono (2016) presented an analytical model for behavioural 

research into Kawaii fans. More recently, some specific contemporary topics have focused 

on Kawaiiness’ impact on gender-related prejudice, implying that the concept is embedded 

in conventional gender perspectives and with a focus on the attitudes of young females 

towards Kawaii goods (e.g. Iseri, 2015; Xie, 2020). Lieber-Milo (2019b) conducted a 

cross-sectional study with Japanese women consumers to analyse their different 

perspectives on Kawaii. For working women, it was found that ‘Kawaii products help in 

dealing with stress and serve as a momentary gateway from the harsh world of everyday 

life’, while for younger women, it was noted that Kawaii ‘serve[s] as a fashion statement’ 

(Lieber-Milo (2019b:1).  

Additional interdisciplinary analyses have also been conducted specifically in the 

engineering field of study, and there has been an accumulation of empirical and 

experimental research regarding what attributes of Kawaii products have a positive impact 
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On consumers’ psychological and emotional affect (e.g. Cheok, 2010; Nittono, 2019; 

Ohkura, 2019). Hiramoto (2019) also opened up a new research paradigm for Kawaii 

cultural studies under the scope of the semiotic and sociolinguistic approach.  

 

b. Kawaii and the Role of Cultural Diplomacy in Tourism 

As discussed above, the Japanese government has been utilising the power of Kawaii 

culture to conduct pop-cultural diplomacy in order to attract tourists to Japan (e.g., 

Iwabuchi, 2015; Clarke, 2016). Clarke (2016) discussed how cultural product consumption 

might be theorised based on academic cultural studies perspectives. Beeton et al. (2016) 

and Beeton (2019) contended that cultural studies should focus on the key theme of 

mediatisation, which also implies that the process could support enhancing discussions in 

the context of the globalisation of pop culture and its impacts on tourism.   

Yamamura and Seaton (2020) focused more narrowly on the potential of pop culture-

based tourism; these authors were followed by Jang (2020), who researched the impact of 

pop cultural destinations with Kawaiiness in the era of mobility. Sabre (2019) discussed 

the topic of tourism marketing of pop culture and relevant content. Overall, these scholars 

suggested prospective ‘Kawaii pilgrimages’ to attract tourists from overseas.  

 

c. Kawaii Culture’s Transmission as a Global Value 

Another key approach in Kawaii research has been the analysis of the process by 

which Kawaii is transmitted to the global market (e.g. Pellitteri, 2018; Lieber-Milo and 

Nittono, 2019a).  

A comparative study of the actual conditions of Kawaii’s transmission to foreign 

countries and its acceptance in these countries has been one of the mainstream discussions 

in this field of study. Berque et al. (2019) provided a cross-cultural analytical framework 

for Kawaii’s globalisation, while Lieber-Milo and Nittono (2019b) investigated how the 

Japanese term Kawaii has been accepted and perceived in foreign countries. A recent 

major work by Duman (2020) discussed the details of Japanese Kawaii culture along with 

a categorisation of goods for fans, which is a useful analytical framework for researchers in 

this field of study. 

     As noted by Duman (2020), another recent research topic in the Kawaii studies is 

the consumption of Kawaii outside of Japan in the diversified cultural context (see e.g. 

Goldstein-Gidoni, 2015; Laohakangvalvit et al. 2019; Sripian et al. 2019). For instance, to 

a certain extent, a body of research has accumulated regarding Thai consumers; for 

example, Toyoshima (2018) has provided an analytical framework for the East Asian 

markets, with actionable implications for researchers in the area. 

 

d. Future Perspectives of Kawaii Culture in the Global Context 

In addition to the large body of research discussed so far, future perspectives on 

Kawaii cultural studies in the global context have also been proposed. Heng (2014) 

discussed the necessity of and potential for cultivating new horizons for Kawaii research 

that focus on its normative soft power, which contributes to global issues by coordinating 

different cultural and societal values. Interestingly, Chen (2020) has acknowledged the 

hidden power of Kawaii as an ‘unspoken incantation’ that fosters empowerment among its 

fans and related businesses. Steger et al. (2020) and Tompkins et al. (2020) suggested a 

new research direction in the femininities based on the current evidence that the majority 

of Kawaii consumers are women. Before these authors proposed this direction, Hashizume 

and Kurosu (2019) also discussed the topic of gender’s impact on the association of Kawaii 

with the conventional Western concept of cuteness.  
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2.3 An Analytical Approach Based on the Categorisation of Academic Discussions 

While the main aim of the present study is to analyse and discuss Kawaii culture in 

both Japanese and global market contexts, based on the literature review conducted in this 

section, secondary data will also be systematically reviewed and evaluated to develop a 

further research framework for Kawaii thematic analysis in the cultural studies context. 

Following the categorisation of key directions of Kawaii study, this research will focus on 

three key terms: ‘Kawaii’, ‘pop culture’, and ‘globalisation’. The next section discusses the 

methodological approach adopted by the study. 

 

III. Research Methods 
 

3.1 Data Collection and Analytical Approach 

A descriptive analysis is applied to the secondary data, which comprises two steps. 

First, bibliometric analysis is conducted on article data extracted from the Web of Science 

database. The collected data was then analysed with the VOSviewer software package (van 

Eck and Waltman, 2020). Second, text data collected from three Japanese museums’ 

curated events on the theme of Kawaii culture in Japan were analysed using the text 

mining program KH Coder (Higuchi, 2020a).  

 

3.2 Data Sources 

For step one, relevant academic sources were searched and collected from Web of 

Science using three key search terms: ‘Kawaii’, ‘pop culture’, and ‘globalisation’. In doing 

so, to incorporate all relevant terms stemming from these three keywords, {‘Kawaii’ or 

‘kawaii’} AND {‘pop culture’ or ‘pop-culture’}AND global* were searched, so that (for 

example) both ‘globalization’ and ‘globalisation’ would be picked up. The sources were 

set to be all years with the indexes of SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-

SSH, ESCI within the Web of Science database.  

After the procedure described above was conducted, bibliometric analysis was 

conducted with the extracted data, which was entered into the VOSviewer software 

package. VOSviewer was developed and distributed by Leiden University for researchers, 

enabling them to develop co-occurrence maps of cited words and create analytical 

diagrams for time-spanned research topics (Ding and Yang, 2020).    

After conducting bibliometric analysis, thematic analysis was conducted on the data 

sources collected from three special museum exhibitions in Japan from 2011–2020 on the 

theme of ‘Japanese pop culture Kawaii’. For text mining, the KH Coder software program 

was used to develop a descriptive analysis of frequently used key terms, which was 

followed by a correspondence map with multivariate analysis and visualisation using R 

(Higuchi 2020b). The developed map presents the visualised relationship between the 

extracted words and external variables as a scatterplot. 

After developing the correspondence map, a hierarchical clustering map was 

developed with the Jaccard coefficient to determine the degree of word-to-word co-

occurrence and create clusters (Higuchi, 2020b). In this chart, words closely associated 

with each other are connected as one group, while closely associated clusters are merged 

with the final complete cluster of analysed text data (Baltranaite and Povilanskas, 2019). 

From these two steps of analysis, an analytical agenda containing key dimensions 

with thematic topics can be proposed for further discussion in the field of study. 
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IV. Results and Discussion 
 

4.1 Study 1: Bibliometric Analysis of ‘Kawaii’ and ‘Pop Culture’ 

As demonstrated in Table 1, 44 items were extracted from 1,155 academic sources 

collected from Web of Science; as can be seen from the table, a total of six clusters were 

created.  

    Figure 1 to 3 present a density visualisation, an overlay visualisation, and a co-

occurrence network map respectively. Table 2 lists the results of cluster development, with 

44 key terms extracted for the bibliometric analysis (over the frequencies of five times). 

The biggest cluster, which includes 10 words, implies that Kawaii-related goods 

consumption is backed up by celebrities with an identified image, and also indicates that 

Kawaii fans have some consumption power. The second-biggest cluster, which also 

includes 10 words, implies that Japanese Kawaiiness is associated with Japanese anime 

and manga, and further indicates that Japanese Kawaii is discussed as the core value of 

Japanese pop culture. Moreover, cluster 3 indicates a word group of analytical scope, 

which is coupled with the key terms of gender, globalisation, and ideological factors. 

Clusters 4–6 indicate that further comparative analytical context has been another core 

topic for the study, referring to cinema, social media, and other domains of cultural studies 

such as music. 

 

Table 1. Clusters and key words for bibliometric analysis 

 

Figures 1–3 also present a heuristic view of the bibliometric outcomes. Figure 1 

suggests that Kawaii discussions are related to the core theme of pop culture, whereas 

Figure 2 demonstrates researched themes according to the timeframe; as the figure 

indicates, more recent research themes have shifted to an international comparative 

approach with other markets in the global context. Finally, Figure 3 presents a co-

occurrence network map of bibliometric data for ‘Kawaii’ and ‘pop culture’ in the 

‘globalisational’ context.   
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Table 2. Cluster data of 44 items 
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Figure 1. Density visualisation of bibliometric data for ‘Kawaii’ and ‘pop culture’ in the 

‘globalisational’ context 

 
Figure 2. Overlay visualisation of bibliometric data for ‘Kawaii’ and ‘pop culture’ in the 

‘globalisational’ context 
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Figure 3. Co-occurrence network map of bibliometric data for ‘Kawaii’ and ‘pop culture’ in the 

‘globalisational’ context. 

 

4.2 Study 2: Thematic Analysis of Text Data from Three Japanese Museum Exhibitions  

Following Study 1, text data was collected from special exhibitions held by three 

museums in Japan on the theme of ‘Kawaii in Japan’: ‘Kawaii in Japan’ at Yayoi Museum 

(2012), ‘Osamu Harada: Finding “KAWAII”’ at Setagaya Literary Museum (2019) and 

Fukuoka Asian Art Museum (2020). The text data of the announcements and the review of 

Japanese Kawaii culture were collected from the Internet Museum (2011), Bijutsu Techo 

(2019), Osamu Goods News (2019), and Fukuoka Asian Art Museum (2020) 

Collected text data from the sources outlined above was analysed using the text 

mining software package, KH Coder. Descriptive analysis of the top key words (occurring 

more than four times) is presented in Table 3. Figure 4 illustrates an outcome of the 

correspondence analysis with text information from three exhibitions: Yayoi Museum 

(2012), Setagaya Literacy Museum (2019), and Fukuoka Asian Art Museum (2020). 

Notably, as the Setagaya and Fukuoka exhibitions are on the same theme of the Kawaii 

artist Osamu Harada, it can be observed that the two events have a different emphasis. For 

instance, the Setagaya event places more weight on the relevant Kawaii goods, primarily 

from the 1970s and 1980s, whereas the Fukuoka event seems to focus on the global context 

of Kawaii value transmission; this may be because Fukuoka Asia Museum has a focus on 

cultural interaction and impact in the Asian Pacific region in its exhibition scope.  

On the other hand, the exhibition of the Yayoi museum seems to have adopted a 

more holistic view of Kawaiiness, with a focus that goes beyond the fancy goods or recent 

trends in the Japanese pop cultural movement: specifically, it focuses on a historical 
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discussion originating in Japan’s Taisho era (1912–1926), exhibiting nostalgic Kawaii 

goods and materials including letters, envelopes, and other fancy motifs that attracted 

young Japanese female consumers of the time. It is also interesting to note that they 

perceive Japanese Kawaii to have been influenced by Western cultural values and Japanese 

people’s admiration for overseas cultures. 

 

Table 3. Top key words extracted for the text mining analysis (frequencies of 3 and below) 
Extracted
words Frequencies
goods Noun 23
cute Adj 19
girl Noun 15
have Verb 14
culture Noun 13
fancy Adj 13
exhibition Noun 12
character Noun 11
era Noun 11
kawaii Foreign 11
book Noun 8
illustrator Noun 8
japanese Adj 8
illustration Noun 7
design Noun 6
early Adj 6
history Noun 6
bear Verb 5
become Verb 5
draw Verb 5
find Verb 5
high Adj 5
material Noun 5
product Noun 5
school Noun 5
woman Noun 5
work Verb 5
discovery Noun 4
figure Noun 4
focus Verb 4
introduce Verb 4
line Noun 4
origin Noun 4
originator Noun 4
see Verb 4
start Verb 4
thing Noun 4
time Noun 4
various Adj 4
world Noun 4
envelope Noun 3
field Noun 3
gain Verb 3
go Verb 3
hold Verb 3
last Adj 3
late Adj 3
letter Noun 3
motif Noun 3
open Verb 3
pattern Noun 3
popularity Noun 3
publish Verb 3
simple Adj 3
trace Verb 3
work Noun 3  
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Figure 4. Correspondence map of key words contained in information about special 

exhibitions on the theme of ‘Kawaii’ 

 

Table 4 lists the data sources for the correspondence map, developed with 41 key 

words found to occur more than four times. The farther away from the origin (the point at 

which 0 on the vertical and horizontal axes intersect), the more characteristic the word is, 

while strongly related words and external variables are located close together as a bubble 

in Figure 4. Moreover, when external variables (in this research, the three museums) are 

located close to each other, this indicates that the extracted categories and their occurrence 

times are similar. It can therefore be observed that the Yayoi museum’s information is 

rather unique and distinctive among the three cases. 

Following the overview of the text data on Japanese Kawaii extracted from the 

information of the museum exhibitions, a clustering map was created, which is shown in 

Figure 5. Out of the 398 relevant key words extracted for the analysis, a total of 41 terms 

were used for the cluster mapping: terms used were those with frequencies over 3. It is 

further observed that six clusters were developed with the Jaccard coefficient, which 

determined the degree of word-to-word co-occurrence and created clusters (Higuchi, 

2020b).  

In Figure 5, word groups closely associated with each other are connected as merged 

groups to the final complete cluster. At the last phase of the merging process, two sub-

clusters can be observed, which can be described as: (1) Key attributes of Japanese 

Kawaiiness and (2) Key elements of Japanese Kawaiiness (e.g. fancy goods and 

illustrations).   
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Table 4. Data for the correspondence map of key terms 
type frequency size X1 X2

goods col 23 79.90829 0.510696 -0.00462

girl col 15 67.38945 0.030271 0.487743

culture col 13 63.76162 -0.27138 -0.9101

exhibition col 12 61.8428 0.531592 -0.7477

character col 11 59.84221 -0.66709 0.398781

era col 11 59.84221 1.024814 0.567364

book col 8 53.2196 0.673235 -0.59969

illustrator col 8 53.2196 -1.54153 0.384685

illustrationcol 7 50.74152 -0.83209 0.340607

design col 6 48.07915 -1.28828 1.748868

history col 6 48.07915 1.098167 -0.15566

material col 5 45.18399 -0.60156 -1.93176

product col 5 45.18399 1.438112 0.199557

school col 5 45.18399 -1.10288 -0.69632

woman col 5 45.18399 2.118001 0.909998

discovery col 4 41.98163 -0.60156 -1.93176

figure col 4 41.98163 -0.60156 -1.93176

line col 4 41.98163 -1.22821 -0.38746

origin col 4 41.98163 2.797891 1.620438

originator col 4 41.98163 0.248304 -1.04371

thing col 4 41.98163 0.248304 -1.04371

time col 4 41.98163 0.471516 1.388636

world col 4 41.98163 -2.48151 2.701134

kawaii col 11 59.84221 0.016524 -1.28591

we col 4 41.98163 -0.60156 -1.93176

cute col 19 73.98111 -0.10275 -0.02163

fancy col 13 63.76162 1.490411 0.254207

japanese col 8 53.2196 1.209773 1.060512

early col 6 48.07915 0.531592 -0.7477

high col 5 45.18399 -1.10288 -0.69632

various col 4 41.98163 -0.60156 -1.93176

have col 14 65.60796 -0.58928 0.594336

bear col 5 45.18399 -0.92431 1.249555

become col 5 45.18399 -0.92431 1.249555

draw col 5 45.18399 -1.6042 0.539115

find col 5 45.18399 -2.10552 1.774554

work col 5 45.18399 -0.60156 -1.93176

focus col 4 41.98163 1.948029 0.732388

introduce col 4 41.98163 0.248304 -1.04371

see col 4 41.98163 -0.37835 0.500586

start col 4 41.98163 0.471516 1.388636

Fukuoka Museumrow 413 42.09212 -1.57868 1.804927

Setagaya Museumrow 1123 61.24085 -0.30554 -0.82128

Yayoi Museumrow 551 46.66702 1.421093 0.688922  
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Figure 5. Clusters of key words 

 

4.3 Discussion  

Through the two analytical steps outlined above, cultural discussions of Japanese 

Kawaii have been analysed and sub-themes have been revealed to promote further 

discussion in the field of study. Kawaii culture, which is now one of the key themes of pop 

culture in Japan, has now spread all over the world, and related events are being held in 

various locations, as we have already seen. In the future, a unique Kawaii culture that is 

fused with the original cultural and social background will be nurtured in different places 

around the world. As it is expected that Kawaii culture will continue to attract researchers, 

an analytical framework containing features of dimensions with sub-themes developed 

from this research will provide an effective mechanism for promoting Kawaii research in 

the global context. 

 

V. Conclusion 
 

5.1 Original Contribution 

This study aims to analyse Kawaii culture in Japan based on two analytical 

approaches: a bibliometric analysis and text mining methods. Moreover, the research 

outcome provides discussion themes for further study. As the present research has noted, 

Kawaii culture was born in Japan and has now attracted various researchers all over the 

world; while the current research directions and key themes can be categorised in various 

ways, there has been insufficient research conducting a systematic discussion that connects 

Kawaii culture in the Japanese and global contexts.  
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The outcomes emerging from the bibliometric analysis, based on academic literature 

sources, and the text mining results with their correspondence map and clustering map 

(containing key terms from Japanese text data collected from Kawaii experts and curators), 

will benefit both practitioners and researchers by enabling them to enhance their 

understanding of Kawaii culture and foster analytical discussions in this field of study. 

Currently, not only in Japan but also in other markets, relevant public sectors are 

acknowledging the potential of Kawaii culture as a form of pop-cultural diplomacy capable 

of attracting inbound tourists to sustain local businesses and communities. Accordingly, the 

developed framework with its sub-themes and topics could also be utilised as a useful tool for 

evaluating Kawaii culture with its pop fancy goods and services with attractive destinations. 

 

5.2 Limitations and Further Research Opportunities 

This study aims to provide a discussion framework for Kawaii cultural study from 

two analytical approaches: a bibliometric analysis and a text mining method. Based on the 

output of bibliometric analysis of Kawaii studies from the database, a framework for future 

research has been developed by text mining with secondary data collected from three special 

exhibitions launched by Japanese museums on the theme of ‘Japanese Kawaii culture’.  

While a developed clustering map containing key themes from Japanese Kawaii 

experts’ and curators’ perceptions of Kawaiiness will likely be a useful analytical 

framework for further study, the data sources for the study are limited to secondary open 

data. Accordingly, in future, primary data collected from both Japanese and international 

Kawaii fans and relevant stakeholders should be analysed in order to develop more 

actionable implications for this field of study. In doing so, the proposed analytical 

framework and agenda proposed in the research should be verified and evaluated with 

some more active datasets in today’s global cultural market. For further research, a mixed-

methods study is planned that incorporates in-depth interviews and a quantitative analysis 

of survey data; this will enable the development of more robust implications and 

recommendations for interdisciplinary researchers and practitioners. 
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